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Large scale purification in semiconductors
using Rydberg excitons

Martin Bergen1, Valentin Walther 2,3,4,5, Binodbihari Panda 1, Mariam Harati1,
Simon Siegeroth 1, Julian Heckötter 1 & Marc Aßmann 1

Improving the quantum coherence of solid-state systems is a decisive factor in
realizing solid-state quantum technologies. The key to optimize quantum
coherence lies in reducing the detrimental influence of noise sources such as
spin noise and charge noise. Here we demonstrate that we can utilize highly-
excited Rydberg excitons to neutralize charged impurities in the semi-
conductor Cuprous Oxide - an effect we call purification. Purification reduces
detrimental electrical strayfields drastically.Weobserve that the absorptionof
the purified crystal increases by up to 25% and that the purification effect is
long-lived and may persist for hundreds of microseconds or even longer. We
investigate the interaction between Rydberg excitons and impurities and find
that it is long-ranged and based on charge-induced dipole interactions. Using a
time-resolved pump-probe technique, we can discriminate purification from
Rydberg blockade, which has been a long-standing goal in excitonic Rydberg
systems.

Charge noise results in fluctuating electric fields and random Stark
shifts which serve as a decoherence mechanism for exciton and spin
states in semiconductors1–3. Charged impurities constitute one of the
most prominent sources of charge noise in solid-state systems4–7. For
the special caseof zero-dimensional semiconductor quantum systems,
such as quantum dots, where only temporal fluctuations matter, a
common strategy to overcome this problem consists of illuminating
the sample with above-gap excitation8. This creates free carriers that
saturate the defect which fixes the Stark shift at the position of the
localized system9.

However, for spatially extended systems, such as semiconductor
excitons, this approach is insufficient as spatially inhomogeneous
Stark shifts persist. Through their optical excitation, excitons are cre-
ated across the sample and also propagate within their lifetime, thus
exploring the electrostatic defect landscape. Internally excited exci-
tons, so-called Rydberg excitons, are extremely polarizable and
therefore particularly sensitive to external electric fields. Here, we
consider Rydberg excitons in cuprous oxide (Cu2O)

10,11, where excitons
with principal quantum numbers up to n ≈ 30 can be excited12. Their
linewidths scale as n−3, while their polarizability in external fields even

scales as n7 13, resulting in a strong sensitivity to external fields14–17. The
predominant defects in natural Cu2O are deep and positively charged
oxygen vacancies with binding energies of several hundred meV18,19,
which can be understood as Coulomb-like static electric potentials in
the crystal. The influence of such charged impurities on the Rydberg
exciton spectrum in a bulk medium has been studied theoretically in
detail for Cu2O

20.
Through their extreme interaction with their electric environ-

ment, Rydberg excitons lend themselves as an exquisite spectroscopic
probe of charged impurities. The basic interaction mechanism is that
the energy of a Rydberg exciton state undergoes a strong Stark shift in
the vicinity of a charged impurity. Thus, the absorption attenuation of
a spectrally narrow laser beam resonant only with the bare unshifted
Rydberg exciton state will signal the presence of charged impurities.

However, this exciton-impurity interaction competes with
another spectroscopically relevant effect: Rydberg blockade10,21,22.
Rydberg blockade describes the excitation blockade of two Rydberg
excitons within a blockade radius on the order on one to several
micrometers. While a highly successful resource of entanglement and
strong correlations23 with both fundamental24,25 and technological
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applications26, Rydberg blockade is known to lead to absorption
attenuation much like the exciton-impurity interaction, and therefore
complicates the investigation of impurity effects studied here.

In addition, optical excitation of cuprous oxide can create free
charges in the form of a thin electron-hole plasma, which can have a
strong impact on the Rydberg exciton system. It was shown that such a
plasma leads to a reduction of exciton absorption either via dynamical
screening27 or plasmon scattering28–30 at densities of about 0.01/μm3

and higher. However, at low optical excitation powers, in particular at
excitation energies below the band gap, i.e. when excitons are excited,
an estimation of its density is challenging. Moreover, its impact on the
mutual interaction between Rydberg excitons and between Rydberg
excitons and impurities is a complex problem and part of an ongoing
debate.

In this work, we show how to clearly discriminate the interaction
mechanismsof Rydberg excitons, by using a pump-probe technique to
resolve the time-dependent dynamics. We can thus uncover the
dynamical interaction of Rydberg excitons with charged impurities
that goes beyond the static shift model outlined above: Rydberg
excitons can break up in a dynamical collisionwith a charged impurity,
whereby the impurity is neutralized. The neutralized impurity can, in
turn, no longer inhibit the resonant excitation of Rydberg excitons and
hence no longer attenuate absorption. This mechanism already occurs
at very lowpowers and results in an effectively increased absorption of
the material. We term this effect “purification", as it offers an ultra-low
intensity tool to cancel the effects of charged impurities in a homo-
geneous fashion.

The paper is structured as follows: We first review the material
system Cu2O and the cw-spectroscopy of Rydberg excitons. We start
with a description of the pump-probe scheme and the observed
interaction effects. We show that the temporal dynamics of purifica-
tion are effective on the microsecond time scale. This clearly dis-
criminates it from Rydberg blockade, which we show acts on time
scales below the temporal resolution of the experiment. We develop a
theoreticalmodel describing the exciton-captureprocess aswell as the
time-dependent impurity dynamics. We demonstrate that the mea-
sured dynamics follow characteristic scaling laws in dependence on
the principal quantum number n and show that they are in agreement
with the suggested capturemodel. Finally, we present an example case
of how the purification mechanism may be used to mitigate the det-
rimental effects of charged impurities in materials without spectrally
resolvable Rydberg states.

Results
Experiment
Cu2O is a direct-gap semiconductor, where direct dipole-transitions
are suppressed due to the same parity of the upmost valence band and
lowest conduction band. However, the excitation of P excitons
becomes weakly dipole allowed due to their odd-parity envelope that
describes the relative motion of electron and hole. We show an
exampleof a linear transmission spectrumof a thin Cu2O slab in Fig. 1a,
where Rydberg exciton states from n = 9 to 22 are visible. The trans-
mission of the laser in resonance with an individual exciton line grows
with increasing principal quantum number n until the series of exciton
lines transforms into an absorption continuum above the band gap Eg.

A typical example for Rydberg blockade in continuous wave (cw)
experiments21 without temporal resolution is presented in Fig. 1b. We
plot the differential transmission of a probe beam scanned across the
n = 9 resonance for cw pumping at n = 16, i.e. the difference of the
transmitted intensity with and without pump laser ΔI = I0 − I(pump). At
high pump powers, Rydberg blockade sets in as can be clearly identi-
fied by the enhanced transmission of the probe beam, which is a result
of a large number of Rydberg excitons with n = 16 being present in the
crystal. Due to the strong van-der-Waals interaction, each of them
shifts the resonance energy of the n = 9 exciton state out of the state

linewidth within their blockade volumes. The enhancement of probe
beam transmission is directly proportional to the total crystal volume
blocked for resonant absorption by this mechanism.

At low pump powers, the probe beam transmission instead
becomes reduced and the absorption increases. The origin of this
effect has not been identified so far. It has been speculated that this
effect is related to stray fields arising from charged impurities. It was
assumed that they cause Stark shifts that locally shift the energies of
Rydberg exciton states when they carry a net charge, while they do not
cause any significant shifts when they are in a neutral state20. As a
consequence, when impurities change from the charged to the neutral
state, the absorption of the resonantly probed exciton line will
increase, just as observed in the experiment for low pump powers.

To investigate the origin of purification and its dynamics, we
perform a time-resolved relative transmission measurement which
consists of a pulsed pump beam and a cw probe beam. Both show
narrow spectra of about 1 neV and are set to resonance with different
Rydberg exciton states. The probe beam monitors the change in the
transmission of the probed state when a pulsed pump beam resonant
with a different Rydberg exciton state is present. The relative trans-
mission is the ratio of the time-resolved transmitted intensity of the
probe beamwhen the pump pulse is present to the transmitted probe
beam intensity when the pump beam is blocked. For details about the
experimental setup, see Methods.

A series of time-resolved relative transmission traces for different
pump powers is shown in Fig. 1c. At high pump powers, the relative
probe beam transmission becomes enhanced due to Rydberg block-
ade. Blockade builds up almost instantly when the pump beam arrives
and also disappears almost instantly when the pump beam is switched
off. This implies that blockade is solely mediated by the presence of
Rydberg excitons. Their lifetimes are on the scale of nanoseconds or
below11, so their decay is indeed almost instantaneous on the time
scales considered here.

At low pump powers, the relative transmission of the probe beam
instead decreases by up to 25%, which we term “purification”. This
decrease corresponds to an enhancement of absorption by up to 25%.
It already occurs at very low pump intensities below 1 mW

cm2 . The pur-
ification dynamics differ significantly from the blockade dynamics.
Purification builds up during a time scale τ1 when the pump beam
arrives and decays exponentially during a time scale τ2 when the pump
beam is switched off. These time scales are in the microsecond range
and are significantly longer than the lifetimes of Rydberg excitons, so
they indicate the presence of another type of long-lived carriers in the
system: charged impurities19,31–33. Most importantly, the data at inter-
mediate pump densities shows that blockade and purification are
independent effects and may happen simultaneously. The character-
istic step-like shape of the relative transmission curve observed for a
pump intensity of 124 mW

cm2 demonstrates exactly that, see Fig. 1d. While
the pump beam is present the relative transmission drops to a lower
value.When thepumpbeam is switchedoff, the signal decays ona long
timescale from an even lower amplitude. Themeasured step-like curve
can be separated into two time traces with opposite sign. The blue
curve describes blockade that vanishes immediately after the pump
pulse. The red and green curves describe the onset and decay of
purification, which decays much more slowly. Time-resolved mea-
surements make it possible to consider all effects separately, which is
already a significant improvement compared to cw studies. At low
powers only purification is observed, but blockade is not taking place.
In the following, we focus on this low power region as it allows us to
study solely purification. Moreover, we focus on the arrangement
npump > nprobe, sincewe only observe purification when the pump laser
is set to an exciton resonance with a principal quantum number larger
than the probe’s. This is verified in Fig. 1e, where we show a pump-
power series for the combination npump = 10 and nprobe = 12, i.e.
npump < nprobe. Here, the change in relative transmission is always
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positive, irrespective of the pump power. A detailed discussion of the
role of principal quantum numbers is given in the next Section Model.

Model
Due to the slowdynamics of the purification process we assume that it
corresponds to a change of the average charge state of the impurities
mediated by Rydberg excitons. Before analyzing the dynamics in
detail, we propose a model to describe the impurity system and the
interaction between excitons and impurities:

The density of impurities in our system is ρ0. The probe beam
transmission depends on the average density ρion of impurities in the
charged state. The density of impurities in our system is far below
1 μm−3 20, so the charged impurities can be considered as independent
of each other and ρion = ρ0pion, where pion is the probability for any
single impurity to be in the charged state. In this limit, the problem
reduces to finding the dynamics of pion.

We consider several competing processes. A Rydberg exciton
hitting a charged impurity may become trapped at a charged impurity
and screen it or dissociate and neutralize the impurity, while the
remaining charge moves to the sample surface. These processes shift
impurities from the charged to a neutral state. On the other hand, also
processes turning impurities from a neutral state back towards the
ionized state occur. The electric fields arising from the pump and
probe light fieldsmay tilt the potential barrier in the impurity, allowing
carriers to tunnel away from the impurity. In Rydberg physics, the
physical properties that govern these rates show a characteristic
scaling with the principal quantum number of the state involved.
Accordingly, the scaling laws of these rates point us towards the
interaction mechanism between excitons and charged impurities.

We consider rcap as the rate at which the processes shifting the
impurities from the charged to the neutral state take place and rion as
the rate at which the reionizing processes take place. This is a standard

Fig. 1 | Time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy. a Normalized probe laser
transmission spectrum of Rydberg excitons from n = 9 up to the band gap at 1.3 K.
b Left axis: Differential transmission ΔI = I0 − I(pump) in a cw pump-probe experi-
ment with npump = 16 and nprobe = 9. For low pump intensities the transmission is
reduced (purification). For large pump intensities the transmission is enhanced
(blockade). Right axis: Norm. transmission around the nprobe = 9 resonance for
comparison. c Pump-intensity series of time resolved relative transmission in a
pulsed pump-probe experiment for constant probe power. Purification and
blockade may occur simultaneously, but are clearly distinguishable. τ1 decreases

with pumppower. The purple dashed lines indicate the durationof thepumppulse.
d Breakdown of a typical relative transmission time trace for a pump intensity of
124 mW

cm2 . Upon the arrival of the pump beam indicated by the dashed purple lines,
blockade sets in immediately and vanishes immediately at the end of the pump
beam. Purification slowly builds up during a time τ1 and decays on an even slower
time τ2. Consideringblockade andpurification simultaneously reproduces the step-
like structure of the measured relative transmission. e Same as b but for
npump <nprobe, where only positive amplitudes are observed.
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dynamic equilibrium problem, which has been studied in detail, e.g.,
for reversible reactions in chemistry34. The dynamics of pion are given
by:

_pion = rion � ðrion + rcapÞpion, ð1Þ

which results in the following steady state probability to find an
impurity in the charged state:

pion,ss =
rion

rion + rcap
: ð2Þ

When the rates rion or rcap are suddenly changed at t =0, pion will
develop towards a new steady state. The difference between the old
and new steady state is given by Δpion = pion,ss,new − pion,ss,old and the
dynamics are described by

pionðtÞ=pion,ss,new � Δpione
�ðrion,new + rcap,newÞt : ð3Þ

Interestingly, the time scale of the dynamics always depends on the
sumof both rates, irrespective of the sign ofΔpion. Therefore, any such
sudden change will allow us to measure these rates via the time scale
τ = ðrion,new + rcap,newÞ�1 of the dynamics.

During our pump-probe experiment, we introduce two sudden
changes of the steady state probability. Initially, only the probebeam is
present. Although the probe beam intensity is low, it also yields
contributions rcap,probe and rion,probe to the capture and ionization
rates and thus defines the initial state of the impurities. When the
pump beam arrives, the additional Rydberg excitons yield additional
capture and ionization rates rcap,pump and rion,pump that shift the
probabilities towards a more neutral steady state as indicated by
the reduced relative transmission. This shift takes place at a rate
τ�1
1 = rcap,pump + rion,pump + rcap,probe + rion,probe. When the pump beam is
switched off, only the probe beam is present and the impurities revert
back to the initial steady state at a rate τ�1

2 = rcap,probe + rion,probe, which
depends only on the probe beam.

For the neutralization process, we may define a capture rate per
exciton density, Γcap(n), that depends strongly on the state of the
exciton and therefore on its principal quantum number n. A larger
optical intensity increases the density of excitons created and there-
fore also rcap. We can describe the conversion between the optical
intensity I and the created exciton density via a factor g0(n) = α(n)
T(n)/E, with the peak absorption α and the lifetime T of the exciton
state with principal quantum number n. E is its energy. The full cap-
ture rate is then given by:

rcapðnÞ= ΓcapðnÞg0ðnÞI: ð4Þ

In a crystal without detrimental effects, the exciton lifetime is
limited by radiative or phonon-assisted recombination, both resulting
in a n3-scaling of T(n)35. The absorption α is given by the ratio of the
total oscillator strength and the linewidth of the exciton state. Both
scale asn−3 10,36 and α remains constant. Therefore, g0(n) scales asn3 for
excitons with a radiatively limited lifetime. In presence of charged
impurities, the lifetimes and peak absorption may deviate from the
ideal scalings10,20 and g0(n)may not show any strong dependence on n.

We assume that the reionization of the impurities ismostly driven
by the optical field37,38 and not related to excitons, which yields an
intensity-dependent reionization rate:

rion = kionI, ð5Þ

where kion is the ionization rate per incoming intensity. Optically dri-
ven ionization processes related to impurities are well known39,40.
Experimentally, we observe that a laser beam does not need to be in

resonance with any exciton state to create an increase of rion, which
further supports this assumption. The magnitude of the intensities
required shows that the ionization term kion is significantly smaller
than the capture term Γcap(n)g0(n).

Before analyzing the dynamics in detail, it is worthwhile to check
that the model defined above already reproduces the trends observed
in experiment.When only one laser beam in resonance with an exciton
is present, Eq. (2) yields a steady state value of

pion,ssðnÞ=
kion

kion + ΓcapðnÞg0ðnÞ
, ð6Þ

which surprisingly does not depend on laser intensity. When both
lasers are active, their capture and ionization rates are added, intro-
ducing an intensity dependent competition. In this case, the weak
probe laser can typically be neglected and the new steady-state is
determined only by the pump laser. This already explains that
purification arises only when npump > nprobe: Both Γcap(n) and g0(n)
increase with n, so pion,ss(npump) < pion,ss(nprobe) and Δpion <0. The
impurities shift towards the neutral state and purification is observed.
For npump < nprobe, the impurities will instead shift towards a more
charged state. This results in enhanced transmission of the probe
beam just like blockade does, so these two effects are virtually
indistinguishable in the cw measurements reported so far.

So far we have not included any explicit mechanism for the Ryd-
berg exciton-impurity interaction, which determines Γcap(n). Interac-
tion mechanisms on the individual particle level have been studied in
detail in atomic physics. Many physical properties of Rydberg states
show a characteristic scaling with n. This is also true for the interaction
cross section in capture events. Each possible interaction mechanism
will result in a characteristic n-scaling of the interaction cross
section41,42.

Charged impurities are stationary, while the excitons of mass
mx created by the laser move through the crystal with a velocity vx
given by the photon recoil momentum. Their interaction con-
stitutes a capture problem, well known in literature43: The classical
trajectory of excitons passing by a charged impurity is determined
by vx and the collision parameter b, which is the distance between
the initial trajectory and a parallel straight line through the center of
the impurity, see Fig. 2a. Excitons with small b will be captured,
while excitons with large b will be deflected or not affected at all.
Upon capture, an exciton might become ionized, neutralizing the
impurity while the remaining charge moves to the crystal surface or
the exciton might become trapped at the impurity resulting in
effective screening44. We do not further consider the microscopic
product states of the exciton capture process here. For fixed velo-
city, we can define a collision parameter bmax(n) which separates
orbits that result in capture and orbits that result in deflection only.
Assuming that each capture process neutralizes a charged impurity,
we get an interaction cross section σ =πb2

maxðnÞ that is directly
proportional to Γcap(n).

The effective interaction potential consists of two terms. First, the
collision has a non-vanishing angular momentum l = μRvcollb, where μR
is the reduced mass of the exciton and the impurity and vcoll is the
collision velocity. The angular momentum results in a centrifugal

barrier term that reads V cent =
l2

2μRr2
, where r is the distance between

impurity and exciton. The impurity is much heavier than the exciton
and at rest, so vcoll = vx and μR =mx = 1.56m0. The other term corre-
sponds to the second-order Stark shift induced by the electric field

E
!

imp:

ΔEStark = � 1
2
α E
!2

imp, ð7Þ
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where α denotes the polarizability of the Rydberg exciton. This is the
charge-induced dipole interaction which is the strongest interaction
between a charge and a neutral composite particle and commonly
abbreviated as ΔEStark = � C4

r4 with the long-range interaction coeffi-
cient C4 which depends only on α and the dielectric constant of the
medium. The sum of both terms yields the effective potential:

V effðrÞ=
l2

2mxr2
� C4

r4
: ð8Þ

The shape of this potential is shown in Fig. 2b and has amaximum

of V effðrmaxÞ= l4

16m2
xC4

at the distance rmax = 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mxC4

l2

q
45. Excitons with

collision energies Ecoll =
1
2mXv

2
x exceeding the effective potential at

this point will hit the impurity, while excitons with lower collision

energy will be deflected31. We then find lmax =2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mx

p ðC4EcollÞ
1
4 for the

largest angularmomentum that still passes the centrifugal barrier. The
maximum impact parameter resulting in capture is then

bmax =
ffiffiffi
2

p
ð C4
Ecoll

Þ
1
4, which yields the interaction cross section42:

σ = 2π
C4

Ecoll

� �1
2

: ð9Þ

The interaction coefficient C4 for the induced dipole interaction is
mainly determined by the polarizability α of the neutral particle. For
Rydberg states, α scales as α0n7 13,46,47, where α0 is the ground state
polarizability. Therefore, σ scales as n3.5 43,48,49.

Data analysis
As themeasurable growth and decay rates are directly proportional to
the interaction cross section σ, we systematically vary the principal
quantumnumbers of the states we pump and probe in our experiment
and identify the interaction in the following. In order to determine the
rates, we perform exponential fits both to the onset and decay of
purification as shown by the red and green traces in Fig. 1d. We begin
with the decay rate r2 of purification as only the probe-induced rates
contribute here. We vary the probe beam power, but keep the pump
power constant. As an example, a relative transmission series for

npump = 16 and nprobe = 9 is shown in Fig. 3a. The decay dynamics
strongly depend on the probe laser intensity. At probe intensities of
15mW/cm2 and higher, purification decays within a fewmicroseconds,
while it persists up to 70 microseconds at lowest intensities of about
1.2mW/cm2. At even lower intensities, it can last up to hundreds of
microseconds. We repeat this experiment for different nprobe. In all
cases, at low probe intensities, only purification is present and the
purification decay rates scale linearly with the probe intensity. An
example is shown in Fig. 3b. In the linear regime, each created exciton
has the same probability to neutralize a charged impurity by inter-
actingwith it during its lifetime.We cut the range of fitted laser powers
carefully before any indications for saturation start to occur.

Considering that the capture rates are large compared to the
ionization rates, Eq. (4) shows that the slope of the curve we deter-
mined in Fig. 3b directly corresponds to Γcap(n)g0(n). The n-scaling of
these slopes for different nprobe will directly provide us with the
required scaling behavior. Figure 3c shows a series of such fits in the
linear regime. Thedata is correctedby a constant offset of 0.025 μs−1 to
highlight the linear power dependence. This offset most likely repre-
sents spontaneous changes of the state of the impurities which are not
related to thepresence of Rydbergexcitons. For lownprobe below7, the
impurity dynamics are so slow that purification does not fully decay
before the arrival of the next pump pulse. Pile-up effects occur, which
additionally distort the results. However, the dynamics become dras-
tically faster with increasing n and from n = 7 onwards no pile-up
occurs. In this range, we can perform a power-law∝ nκ

fit to the slopes,
as shown in Fig. 3d. We find a power of κ = 6.68 ±0.26, so Γcap(n)g0(n)
scales approximately as n6.5.

This scaling behavior contains both the scaling of the Rydberg
exciton-impurity interaction Γcap(n) and the scaling of the conversion
factor g0(n) between the optical intensity and the density of excitons.
In the purified crystal, the amount of impurities is reduced to a mini-
mum and g0(n) scales as n3. Thus, the remaining scaling of n3.5 is
attributed to Γcap(n) and perfectly agrees with the exciton-impurity
interaction described above.

We now apply the same analysis to the more complex dynamics at
theonsetofpurification.Here, the capture andpurification ratesdepend
on both the pump and probe beams. The rates r1 arising are shown in
Fig. 4a for fixed nprobe = 9 when varying npump between 10 and 17.

Fig. 2 | Exciton capture process. a Schematic depiction of the exciton capture
process by a charged impurity. The collision parameter b is given by the distance
between the initial trajectory of the exciton and a parallel trajectory passing
through the center of the charged impurity. The collision parameter bmax divides
trajectories that result in capture of the exciton and trajectories that result only in
deflection of the exciton. b Shape of the total potential composed of the attractive
second-order Stark shift and the repulsive centrifugal barrier term for two different
collision parameters b. The collision energy of 24μeV corresponds to the kinetic

energy of the excitonwhich is determinedby the recoilmomentumof the photons.
An exciton passing the impurity with large b results in a large angular momentum l
which in turn increases the centrifugal barrier. Themaximum value of the potential
is larger than the collision energy, so the excitonbecomes deflected. For small b, l is
lower as well and the centrifugal barrier is reduced significantly. Here, the max-
imum value of the potential is below the collision energy an the exciton gets
captured.
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Initially, the results seem qualitatively comparable to the case of r2. The
rates show a linear increase with pump intensity for low enough inten-
sities. When extrapolating the slopes to vanishing pump intensity, a
finite rate of approximately 1.05 μs−1 remains, which corresponds to the
contribution of the probe beam intensity to the capture and ionization
processes. The data shown in panel a is corrected by this offset to
visualize the linear trend.Wedetermine the slopes of the rates and again
perform a power law fit. The results are shown in Fig. 4b. Surprisingly,
the results do not show the scaling observed for r2. The data scales as
n3.96±0.26 from n= 10 to 17, see gray dashed line. For npump above 12 the
slopes of r1 are close to a scaling of n3.5, which is shown by the red line.
For lower npump the scaling is significantly stronger, but we do not have
enough data points to determine whether the scaling can be described
by a single power law or whether it flattens continuously.

While this result may at first glance suggest different mechan-
isms at the onset and decay of purification, we propose the fol-
lowing explanation within ourmodel: Experimentally, we determine
Γcap(n)g0(n), the joint scaling of the impurity-exciton interaction
and the conversion factor between the pump intensity and the
exciton density created. The scaling for npump above 12 is very close
to the n3.5-scaling of the charge-induced dipole interaction. The
conversion factor g0(n), on the other hand, crucially depends on
the exciton lifetime. In addition to the standard decay channels via
phonon interactions and radiative decay, purification itself can
affect it, which in turn depends on the impurity states. When the
pump beam arrives, the number of impurities in the charged state is

so large that for any Rydberg exciton is more likely to decay by
capture at an impurity than by recombination. Therefore, g0(n)
does not show any scaling with the principal quantum number and
the observed scaling of the slope of r1 is given solely by Γcap(n). We
estimate the n-dependence of g0(n) in presence of charged impu-
rities from the transmission spectrum shown in Fig. 1a, where no
pump laser is present and the amount of impurities is high. The
inset in Fig. 4b shows g0 normalized to g0(10). Indeed, g0(n) varies
only slightly within the range from n = 10 to 17 and does not con-
tribute to the n-scaling of the rate r1. Thus, the observed scaling is in
agreement with the n3.5-scaling expected for the bare charge-
induced dipole interaction, in particular for n > 12. This strongly
supports the identification of the long-ranged charge induced-
dipole interaction as the main mechanism of the interaction
between Rydberg excitons and charged impurities. Only at low n
below 12, the natural lifetime of the Rydberg excitons again
becomes so short that excitons may decay without encountering an
impurity. This is reflected by the steeper slope in this region.

We thus anticipate two general scenarios, where the mean time it
takes for an exciton to encounter a charged impurity is either shorter
or longer than its natural lifetime. At the end of the pump pulse, the
number of charged impurities takes its minimal value. Here, it is likely
that Rydberg excitons decay without encountering an impurity, so the
n3-scaling of g0(n) again enters the scaling of the slope of r2. The
observed differences in the scaling of the slopes of r1 and r2 therefore
directly represent the influence of purification.

Fig. 3 | Scaling of decay rate r2. a Time traces of the relative transmission for
npump = 16 and nprobe = 9. With increasing probe powers the decay of purification
becomes significantly faster. b Purification decay rate r2 against probe beam
intensity for npump = 16 and nprobe = 10. At low probe intensities, a linear trend arises
which saturates at higher intensities. The solid line denotes a linear fit to the low-
intensity region. c Probe-power series of r2 for pumping at npump = 16 and varying
nprobe from 5 to 15. The pump intensity is adjusted such that the highest possible

purification is reached for each nprobe. Solid lines are linearfits to the linear regions.
The data points and lines are offset vertically and plotted on a double-logarithmic
scale for clarity. A small offset of r2 ≈0.025 μs−1 is subtracted from all curves.
d Power law fit to the slopes of the purification rate r2. The error bars are obtained
by varying the range of fitted data points in panel (c) by ± 1. For nprobe > 6, the
scaling is close to n6.5.
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Optimal excitation energy
We have already demonstrated that Rydberg excitons are a good tool
to neutralize impurities. However, there are only fewmaterial systems
that open up the possibility to selectively excite individual Rydberg
exciton states. This raises the question whether our findings are rele-
vant for other material systems as well. To this end, we perform
another cw pump-probe experiment. The probe beam is in resonance
with nprobe = 12 and we scan the pump beam across the entire Rydberg
exciton spectrum up to beyond the band gap. While scanning the
pump laser energy, the probe laser absorption coefficient α12 becomes
enhanced or reduced compared to its unperturbed value
α12,0 ≈ 48.5mm−1. Panel b in Fig. 5 shows the changes in the probe
absorption coefficient when scanning the pump laser, while panel a
shows the linear absorption spectrum from Fig. 1a, so we can directly
compare all relevant influences on the probe beam absorption.

At pump laser energies below npump = 12, the presence of the
pump laser reduces the probe laser absorption coefficient. We note
that this is also true when the pump laser is not in resonance with any
exciton state. This is a consequence of indirect absorption into 1S
states via the continuous phonon background. Indeed, the probe
absorption directly follows the shape of the phonon background as
shown in Fig. 5c. In a cw experiment, 1S excitons may accumulate over
time and decay via an Auger-process into a hot electron-hole plasma.

The plasma, in turn, can directly cause the reduced probe absorption
as it leads to a broadening of absorption lines30. However, with
increasing pump laser energy the probe absorption coefficient α12
increases again starting from approximately npump = 11 onwards (panel
b). It grows continuously and eventually overcomes α12,0 when npump

crosses nprobe. This trend continues up to a pump laser energy of
Emax = 2:17187 eV, where we observe the largest enhancement of the
probe laser absorption coefficient. This energy corresponds to the
apparent band gap ~Eg , which is the energy of the highest Rydberg

Fig. 5 | Spectral dependence of the purification effect. a The linear absorption
spectrum from Fig. 1a in the energy range from n = 8 to the band gap, shown as a
reference. The red dashed line indicates the background that is dominated by an
exponential tail below the apparent band gap ~Eg . b Probe laser absorption coeffi-
cient as a function of pump laser energy. The probe laser energy is fixed to the peak
of the nprobe = 12 exciton resonance, while the pump laser energy is scanned. The
pump laser enhances the absorption of nprobe = 12 if its energy is set within a
spectral range around the apparent band gap ~Eg. The grey dashed vertical line
marks the resonance energy of n = 12, the grey dashed horizontal line marks the
absorption coefficient of n = 12 without the presence of a pump laser α12,0. Panel (c)
shows an extended energy range of panel (b).
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relative transmission in a pulsed pump-probe experiment for probing at nprobe = 9
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numbers yields n3.96±0.26. The error bars are obtained by varying the range of fitted
data points in panel a by ± 1. The inset shows g0 estimated from the linear
absorption spectrum. The variation of g0 is below 10% between n = 10 and 16.
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states that can still exist and above which the continuum of free
electrons and holes begins. At pump energies above ~Eg , α decreases
again. Here, the above-band-gap excitation initially creates a low-
energy electron-hole plasma, which may also cause purification
directly or indirectly via relaxation into high-n Rydberg states. At the
same time, these free charge carriers will also create additional stray
fields, which result in the observed reduction of purification.

In the spectral range directly below the band gap, the probe
spectrum shows an exponentially increasing background absorp-
tion (panel b). This continuous increase can be described by an
Urbach-like exponential tail ∼ expððE � ~Eg Þ=EU Þ with EU ≈ 170 μeV,
which is exactly the same spectral width required to describe the
exponential tail below the band gap in the linear absorption spec-
trum (panel a), as indicated by the dashed line. This exponential tail
lies on top of the phonon background and it contains some discrete
Rydberg exciton states. However, the high-n Rydberg states are
highly sensitive to tiny local fields and perturbations and therefore
may show significant energy shifts comparable to the energy spa-
cing between consecutive states. In this case, they form an inho-
mogeneously broadened peak close to the apparent band gap ~Eg .
Interestingly, it is this region where purification is most efficient,
although it is not possible to identify individual Rydberg states
anymore. We conclude that purification does not require excitation
of a certain well-defined Rydberg exciton state, but a mixture of
high-n states is fully sufficient. This means that in some technolo-
gically relevant semiconductor materials it may be possible to
excite such mixtures of highly excited Rydberg states by spectrally
narrow pumping directly below the band gap and to achieve pur-
ification, even though these materials do not show resolvable indi-
vidual Rydberg exciton states.

Discussion
In conclusion, we demonstrated that the interaction between Rydberg
excitons and charged impurities is long-ranged and governed by a C4

charge-induced dipole interaction. We have shown that we can sig-
nificantly reduce the number of charged impurities and their detri-
mental effects by injecting Rydberg excitons into the crystal. We
observe an absorption enhancement of up to 25% and find that pur-
ificationmaypersist at least up tohundreds ofmicroseconds. Blockade
instead is found to act on time scales much faster than 100ns. Our
model directly explains the scaling laws of the observed purification
rates. It further implies that the purification level is given by thenof the
predominant Rydberg exciton and therefore explains why purification
is observed only when npump > nprobe. The observed enhancement of
absorption is only the additional effect of the pump beam which adds
to the purification already caused by the probe beam. Therefore, our
findings also explain the surprisingly low impurity density of less than
0.01 μm−3 found in earlier reports20,27,30: As these experiments
employed continuous cw probe beams, the impurity density observed
was actually the density of charged impurities in an already partially
purified crystal. An interesting question concerns the highest resol-
vable principal quantum number: Without additional illumination, the
density of charged impurities defines the highest observable principal
quantumnumbernmax

20. In thepresented experiments, additional laser
illumination reduces the number of charged impurities through pur-
ification, yet an increase of nmax is not observed. We explicitly discuss
this effect in Ref. 50: Possibly, excess charges created during the pur-
ification process act as a low-density plasma, cause a reduction of
absorptiononhigh-n states and, thus, counteract an increaseofnmax. In
other words, purification may effectively serve to turn static defect
charges into mobile charges, thus making the crystal more homo-
geneous but not completely charge-free.

Although a thin plasma could also be expected to cause pur-
ification, we observe such an effect only for pump laser energies

slightly above the band gap. Our hypothesis is that at higher pump
laser energies, the plasma kinetic energies and associated tempera-
tures are too high for effective purification to occur. A detailed
investigation of the complex microscopic interaction between a
plasma, Rydberg excitons and impurities constitutes an intriguing
outlook for future research. Conductivity measurements might shed
light on the microscopic process of the impurity neutralization. Any
residual charges created by the neutralization process should then
become detectable. Our results represent an important step towards
controlling detrimental charge noise, will elevate the role of Cu2O as a
platform for quantum technologies19,51–57 and may open up the possi-
bility to perform ultracold chemistry-like analogy experiments58 in
semiconductors.

Methods
Experimental setup
We study the time-resolved relative transmission of a natural crystal
with a thickness of d = 30 μm that is not oriented along a high sym-
metry axis at 1.38 K. We apply an electro-optical modulator to create
pumpbeamswith a duration of τpulse = 2 μs out of the cw emission of a
tuneable dye laser. The repetition rates are f = 5 kHz for probe power
series and 30 kHz for pump power series. In case of positive pur-
ification, Fig. 1e, we used f = 15 kHz. The rise and fall times of the
modulator are 15 ns each. The cw probe beam is provided by another
tunable dye laser and its energy is fixed to a specific exciton reso-
nance. We detect the probe beam transmission with a streak camera.
To capture the purification dynamics, the time windows are set to
10 μs or 100 μs. μ The time resolution amounts to about 100 ns in the
first case and to 1 μs in the latter case. Wemeasure the average power
Pavg in front of the cryostat with an accuracy of 0.01 μW. Losses by
reflectionof 4%at three cryostatwindows (six surfaces) and 25% at the
first sample surface reduce the incoming power by a factor of
~0.59. We calculate the peak intensity per pulse by
Ipeak = 0:59Pavg=ðf τpulseπr2beamÞ. rbeam is the laser beam radius at the
sample position. The intensity can be determined with an accuracy of
about 0.25mW/cm2 for pump powers and 0.1mW/cm2 for probe
powers. The pump and probe beam diameter amount to 220 μm and
100 μm FWHM, respectively. Both beams show a linewidth of
approximately 1 neV and can be tuned into resonance with any Ryd-
berg exciton state. Pump and probe beam polarizations are ortho-
gonal and the probe beam transmission is polarization-filtered to
reject pump light scattered into the probe beam path. Additionally,
the probe beam is filtered further using a pinhole. The probe beam
power amounts to 1 μW,which converts to an intensity of 7.5mW/cm2,
unless noted otherwise. In the cw experiments (Fig. 5), both lasers are
unmodulated. The probe laser energy is set into resonance with the
n = 12 Rydberg exciton while the pump laser energy is scanned con-
tinuously. We detect the transmitted light I of the probe laser as a
function of pump laser energy and calculate the absorption coeffi-
cient α = � 1

d ln I=I0
� �

. We obtain the bare probe laser absorption of
the n = 12 resonance of 48.5mm−1 by blocking the pump laser and a
comparison with a linear absorption spectrum, e.g. Fig 1a. The probe
laser absorption coefficient with respect to the pump laser’s energy
directly reflects the change of the peak absorption at n = 12 induced
by the pump laser. Values smaller (larger) than that mean a decrease
(increase) of absorption.

Data fitting
To determine the interaction cross-section of the purification process
we use a linear regression as depicted in Fig. 3c and Fig. 4a erring
towards lower intensities to avoid the possible inclusion of Rydberg
blockade related effects. This method is probed for robustness by
varying the fit rangewithin ± 1 data points, which defines the error bars
in Figs. 3d and 4b.
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An alternative approach has also been considered, where a non-
linear fit function of the form:

rðIÞ= r0 + rA
I
IS

1 + I
IS

, ð10Þ

is used.
This function forms a sigmoid curve with the lower limit r0 and

upper limit rA, where the former depends on the CW probe-laser and
the latter generally reflects the time resolution of the setup. The results
aredepicted in Figs 6 and 7 anddonot differ from the linear regression
method used in themain text. However, thismethod is inconsistent, as
we discuss in the following. For the pump intensity series (Fig. 6a) the
complete sigmoid curve is visible in the data,making it a perfectmatch
for the function. This means, however, that both phenoma are

included in the fit, i.e. purification and Rydberg blockade, which is not
the case for the linear regression method. The probe intensity series
(Fig. 7a) only includes the decay of purification over the complete
measurement range and is therefore less likely to include Rydberg
effects. In this case the changeof the rates, that occurswithin the range
ofmeasurements, are too small to describe the full sigmoid curve. This
renders the determination of the value for rA difficult and its value, in
turn, affects the remaining parameters.

Themost important fit parameter is IS, which is akin to the reverse
of the slope value of the linear regression method, although it is less
intuitive to seek the proportionality to the interaction cross-section in
this manner. The values obtained with the sigmoid curve are depicted
in Figs. 6b and 7b. It is noteworthy that, although the interpretation for
Fig. 6a is ambiguous due to the inclusion of the Rydberg blockade, the
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over the complete measured intensity range. This approach includes all phenom-
ena, purification as well as Rydberg blockade. b Alternative slope values with cor-
responding numerical errors from the fits in panel (a). The results remain well
within the theoretical expectation with slightly steeper progression towards
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same results as those obtained by a linear regression are extracted
from the values for IS. The results for the other data set are also within
theoretical considerations and in agreement with the linear regression
method.

In summary, both methods yield comparable results. The linear
regression methods is more consistent as long as the linear regime is
considered and data already affected by either time resolution or
Rydberg blockade is excluded from the fit.

Data availability
The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current
study are available from the corresponding author on request.
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